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BLOOMING GARDEN & HOME 
Blooming Garden & Home, owned by 
Debbie Johnson in Jonesboro, AR,  
is a small business that travels to local 
arts and crafts shows in Northeast 
Arkansas. I designed the logo 
with input from the owner and her 
daughter. They wanted a general logo 
that was not specific to a particular 
item they sell. I created a logo that 
refers back to the name of the 
business and includes their favorite 
colors. I also created a set of visual 
guidelines that includes a business 
card, letterhead, and envelope.  
The guidelines also include direction 
on how the logo should be used.

View visual guidelines here.
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SO SURREAL
This is a magazine concept I 
created to showcase past and 
present Surrealism artists. My 
goal was to focus on the layout 
as well as the typography used 
throughout the magazine. As the 
designer, I got to focus on the parts 
of Surrealism that interest me, such 
as manipulation of photography, 
and create a magazine that could 
possibly teach the reader about 
this art style.

View magazine here.
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ARKANSAS STATE 
UNIVERSITY CHILD 
DEVELOPMENT & RESEARCH 
CENTER WEBSITE
Arkansas State University Child 
Development & Research Center 
located in Jonesboro, AR is a 
childcare resource that is open to 
the community. They offer care 
and teach children from newborn 
to a transitional kindergarten class. 
The center was having difficulties 
sharing the services they offer, so 
a fellow designer and I researched 
ways we could help. We came 
up with the idea to recreate their 
website seeing as the old one was 
difficult to navigate and included 
outdated information. Once the 
site was finished we both shared 
the site to our own social media 
pages. The response to the new 
site was positive.

View website here.
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https://chldserv.wixsite.com//mysite
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FOA AD CAMPAIGN 
The Foundation of Arts located in 
Jonesboro, AR offers community 
enrichment through arts education, 
community theatre, and outreach. 
The FOA wanted to encourage 
community involvement and 
donations to help fund the events. 
I created this ad campaign to 
promote that these events and 
donations help those who attend. 
The headlines emphasize that every 
donation helps. I continued to 
develop the big idea and created a 
twitter account that could be used 
to promote events going on at the 
FOA. I also created collateral that 
features the headlines from the ads. 
The sticker, button, and bag could 
be sold to raise money or given to 
the ones attending classes.
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Pinned Tweet
Foundation of Arts
Help the minds of your little artist grow 
by making a monetary donation or do-
nating supplies. https://bit.ly/2qaLV6I  
#donateFOA

@FOAjo.. • 16/09/2018

Tweets Tweets & replies Media Likes

1,968  Followers758  Following

www.foajonesboro.orgJonesboro, AR

Foundation of Arts - Jonesboro
@FOAjonesboro     Follows you

Supporting the Arts in Northeast Arkansas

twitter.com15:26Safari

Edit profile

Tweet your reply

12:00PM - 16 Sep 2018

7 15

7 Retweets  15 Likes

Help the minds of your little artist grow 
by making a monetary donation or donating
supplies. #donateFOA https://bit.ly/2qaLV6l

FollowingFoundation of Arts - Jonesboro
@FOAjonesboro
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ST. BERNARDS INTERNSHIP
St. Bernards Healthcare is located 
in Jonesboro, AR with several 
other locations in Northeast 
Arkansas. I was able to obtain a 
graphic design internship with 
their marketing department.  
This internship taught me how to 
work in a corporate setting while 
still maintaining my creativity. 
St. Bernards implements strict 
brand guidelines that I had to 
follow while creating marketing 
materials such as folders, banners 
for events, thank you cards, 
invitations, brochures, and social 
media graphics. All of these 
pieces were successful and used 
to promote the specific events 
they were created for.
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BUTTONS
This set of pinback buttons is 
an entrepreneurial concept I 
created. After learning how to 
make these myself, I wanted 
to design several that I could 
sell. These phrases are some 
that I say often and I felt that 
they would be relatable. When 
brainstorming ideas for how 
I wanted the buttons to look, 
I decided that hand-lettering 
them would be the most 
successful. 
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BEARDED BOUQUET 
LOOKBOOK
Bearded Bouquet is a locally 
owned flower and gift shop in 
Jonesboro, AR. The business’ 
main focus is flowers but they 
also sell a variety of gift items. 
They also host classes to 
teach individuals how to make 
arrangements that they can 
keep. I created this lookbook 
during their fall season.  
All the photographs used are my 
own. This book was created to 
showcase everything that they 
offer in the store.

View lookbook here.
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https://issuu.com/katelyn.leonard/docs/bb_lookbook_final
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LILY YOGA
Lily Yoga is a yoga studio 
concept that I created. I started 
by creating the icon and 
logotype and continued on 
with the rest of the studio. The 
yoga mat and gift card would 
be available to purchase inside 
the studio. The gift card comes 
with a pillow box holder that I 
designed using a dieline. 
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METAL MUSEUM CAMPAIGN 
The Metal Museum is located 
in Memphis, TN and focuses 
on preserving, promoting, and 
advancing the art and craft of fine 
metal work. This campaign includes 
three ads, a new website landing 
page, and a brochure. These were 
created by a design team that 
included myself. We strategized 
and pitched this campaign once 
the objective was reached.  
The objective was to promote 
the Metal Museum’s restoration 
services. While the landing page 
and brochure were created by 
my team members, the three ads 
were designed by me. My focus 
was on the details of the items 
that could be restored and their 
sentimental value. This campaign 
was successful and parts of it were 
used for their advertising. 
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